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Abstract

The mechanism by which heart rate variability (HRV) changes during neonatal illness is not
known. One possibility is that reduced HRV is merely a diminished or scaled-down version
of normal. Another possibility is that there is a fundamental change in the mechanism
underlying HRV, resulting in a change in the ordering of RR intervals. We investigated the
nature and extents of order in RR interval time series from 25 Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit patients with a spectrum of clinical illness severity and HRV. We measured
predictability (deviation of predicted intervals from observed), and regularity (measured as
approximate entropy) of RR interval time series showing different degrees of HRV. In RR
interval time series where the effects of scaling were removed, we found 1) records showing
normal HRV had more order than those showing low HRV; 2) the nature of the order was
more like that of a periodic process with frequencies over a large range(time series whose
log-log power spectrum had a 1/f distribution) than that of chaotic one (logistic map); and 3)
the nature of order did not change greatly as HRV fell. We conclude that neonatal RR
interval time series are ordered by periodic processes with frequencies over a large range,
and that the extent of order is less during illness when HRV is low.
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Abbreviations: HRV, heart rate variability;CV, coefficient of variation; ApEn,
approximate entropy;NDS, numerical data set

In healthy newborn infants, time series of heart period (or RR intervals, the time between
successive heartbeats) show obvious variability. This phenomenon, termed HRV, arises from
the interplay of the sympathetic and parasympathetic arms of the autonomic nervous system,
which act, respectively, to speed or slow the heart rate. HRV is reduced, however, in at-risk

infants or during severe neonatal illness(1-6). Mathematical analyses of heart rate variability (7 )

have included use of descriptive statistics and other time-domain calculations(8-13), frequency

domain calculations (14-17 ), and nonlinear dynamical analyses(18-21). These measures have been
used most often to distinguish abnormal HRV from normal and to estimate parasympathetic
tone. In addition, these kinds of analyses have been used to address two kinds of mechanisms by
which HRV might fall during illness.

The first possible mechanism is a simple one-the physiologic events that generate normal HRV
are unchanged during illness, but cellular dysfunction limits the dynamic range of heart rate. In
this case, mathematical analyses would show similar fundamental characteristics of abnormal
and normal HRV, with a difference only in scaling. Specifically, measures such as the interbeat
increments-the difference between successive RR intervals-would be lower during illness.
Consider this example. Suppose you are to construct a time series of RR intervals beginning at a
given initial value, and you are given a list of interbeat increments. You proceed by adding the
first increment to the initial value, then you add the second increment to that sum, and so forth.
Suppose you now construct a second time series using interbeat increments scaled down to one-
tenth the size of the original. The two resulting time series would look very different-the second
would appear much less variable-and that difference could be quantified by measures of scaling.

The second possible mechanism, on the other hand, calls for a fundamental difference in the
physiologic processes involved and results in differences in the order of the time series. Consider
this example. Suppose you are again to construct RR interval time series from a list of interbeat
increments. One way to proceed would be to select the increments at random. Another way
would be to put the increments in order, say from largest to smallest, and then to use them in
that order. The two resulting time series would look very different-the second would appear
much less variable-and that difference could be quantified by measures of order.

The differences in scaling and order in normal and abnormal HRV in adults and in newborn
infants have been addressed. A seminal study of adult HRV demonstrated more order in normal

HRV thatn in abnormal, and found no significant difference in scaling (22). Our similar analysis in
newborn infants, however, had different results. We found little change in order during severe

cardiorespiratory illness, and found larger changes in scaling (23), as the amplitude of the

interbeat increments changed 2-3-fold (4). These findings suggested that the physiologic
mechanisms that underlie normal HRV are fundamentally unchanged during illness, although
they may be dampened. That analysis was limited in several ways. We investigated infants only
at the extremes of illness and health, and did not allow for the possibility that more than one
kind of order might be present.

To investigate further the issue of order in neonatal RR interval time series, we have used
measures of order based on predictability and regularity. The goal was to quantify order in RR
interval time series using new measures in a new and larger data set representing a broader
range of neonatal illness severity. We hypothesized that this more comprehensive analysis might
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better reveal changes in order in normal compared with abnormal neonatal HRV. We also
addressed the issue of the nature of the order in neonatal RR interval time series, distinguishing
between the kinds of order found in periodic as opposed to chaotic time series.

METHODS

Data collection. RR interval time series data were collected in the Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit of the University of Virginia Hospital. The University of Virginia Human Investigations
Committee approved the protocol. The continuous analog output of a bedside ECG monitor was
input to an 80486-based microcomputer equipped with a digital signal processor board(National
Instruments AT-2200DSP) and sampled at 4 kHz. QRS complexes were identified using
amplitude and duration criteria. We recorded the beat-to-beat(RR) time intervals in 0.25 msec
increments and created data files of 4096 consecutive RR intervals. We arbitrarily selected 175
RR interval data files representing a wide range of heart rate variability from 25 patients. The
RR interval data files were categorized based on the CV, a descriptive statistical measure
defined as SD divided by mean (σ/µ) and expressed as a percentage, of the RR interval time
series. We defined three groups: CV< 3.0 (group I), 3.0 ≤ CV < 6.0 (group II), and CV ≥ 6.0
(group III). These groups represented low HRV, and two degrees of normal HRV, respectively.
The threshold values for classification were arbitrary. Group I included 50 files, group II
included 76 files, and group III included 49 files.

Prediction error. Prediction of individual RR intervals was performed using a technique

adapted from the work of Sauer(24, 25), and an example is shown inFigure 1. The goal of the
process is to predict the next point in the time series of heart rate. This predicted value is then
compared with the observed value. The process is repeated, point by point, for long epochs of
data. If the differences between the predicted and observed values are small, then we conclude
that the time series has a high degree of order. The prediction process consists of: 1) noting the
two values before the point to be predicted; 2) searching the previous values for two that most
closely match these two prior values; 3) noting the value that follows the past, similar pair of
values; 4) adjusting this third value to allow for absolute differences in the past and present
pairs of values; and 5) using this adjusted value as the predicted point.

Figure 1

We first removed the effects of scaling by normalizing the RR intervals to have mean (µ) = 0.0
and SD (σ) = 1.0. To predict the n + 1st RR interval (in Fig. 1, a question mark), we searched the
preceding h RR intervals (scanning region; 60 points inFig. 1) for the y intervals (scan window;y
= 3 in Fig. 1) ending at an intervalz (best match window) whose first differences most closely
matched those of the intervals n-y + 1 to n (reference window; also y = 3 in Fig. 1). The
predictedn + 1st interval was then taken to be a + b, where a is the nth interval and b is the first
difference of the zth and z + 1st interval. We then calculated the error by subtracting the
predicted value from the actualn + 1st RR interval. The adjustable parameters in the algorithm
wereh, y, and n, representing scanning region size, window size, and the last point in the
scanning region, respectively. In this work, the scanning region was 1500 points, and the scan
and reference windows were 4 points. We predicted RR intervals n + 1 = 1501 to n + 1 = 1600 in
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each of 175 data files. Predictability of data within a single data file was then quantified by
calculating normalized mean-squared error (NMSE): Equation where N is the number of RR

intervals predicted (100, in our case), σ2 is the variance of the RR intervals (1.0, after the
normalization), RRactual is the observed value of the n + 1st RR interval, and RRpredicted isa +

b, the predicted value. As predictability increases, NMSE (which we will refer to as the
prediction error) decreases. Therefore, highly ordered (and thus predictable) time series
generate low prediction errors. By definition, setting RRpredicted equal to the mean RR interval

results in an prediction error of 1.0, and perfect prediction results in an error of 0.0. There is no
upper bound on the value of the prediction error; the mean for our random number data sets
was 2.28.

Equation 1A

Approximate entropy. We implemented the algorithm developed by Pincus (26-28) (kindly
supplied by Dr. Pincus). This statistic estimates regularity of time series, and is calculated as the
negative logarithm of the likelihood that patterned runs of data points remain similar. For
example, consider a run of any m + 1 consecutive numbers of the time series (we used m = 2).
Suppose that the firstm numbers recur (within a tolerance r, for which we used 20% of the SD)
elsewhere in the time series. We calculate the probability that the third (m + 1st) numbers of
both runs also lie within the tolerance r of one another. ApEn is the negative logarithm of that
probability. For repeating data sets, that probability of recurrence is 1 and ApEn is 0. For
nonrepeating data sets, the probability of recurrence is 0, and ApEn is infinitely large. The
precise values of ApEn depend entirely on record length and other parameters of the data set
and algorithm, and ApEn can be used only for comparative purposes. In this context, low values
of ApEn connote more order in the RR interval time series.

Prediction error and ApEn are related notions. Although calculation of prediction error uses the
single best matching pattern within the scanning region, ApEn yields a probabilistic answer by
weighing the predictions from all the patterns matching within a tolerance in the scanning
region.

Experimental strategy. One of our goals was to quantify the extent of order in the RR
interval time series. We approached this goal by performing numerical experiments using both
the clinically observed RR interval time series and other time series of simulated RR intervals
that we designed with specific statistical and mathematical features in mind. We have called
these simulated RR interval time series numerical data sets(NDS). Each consisted of 4096
normally distributed data points with mean = 0 and SD = 1.0. Figure 2 shows segments of these
simulated RR interval time series, their power spectra, and their frequency histograms. In
particular, we were interested in the extent and nature of the order in these time series.
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Figure 2

The first NDS contained random numbers (29), and we refer to this set as NDS(random). It

contained no order at all.

The second NDS was the sum of 1000 sine waves of frequency 0.001-1.000 Hz whose log-log
power spectrum had a 1/f distribution. This frequency content is similar to that of time series of

RR intervals(30, 31), and we refer to this set as NDS(1/f). It was perfectly ordered, and the

nature of the order was that of a periodic process with many frequencies.

The third NDS was a series derived from the logistic map, a nonlinear system that displays
period-doubling bifurcations and regions of deterministic chaos depending on the value of a
parameter λ. The logistic map is:Equation Setting λ = 4.0 and x0 = 0.1 resulted in a chaotic

series, although the values do not have a normal distribution. We therefore mapped the
normally distributed NDS(random) to the logistic time series. To do so, we assigned a rank order

to each value in the 4096 point logistic time series that we created. For example, the largest
value in the time series was assigned rank order 1, and the smallest was assigned rank order
4096. We then rearranged NDS(random) by these ranks so, for example, the largest and smallest

values of NDS(random) appeared in the same position as the largest and smallest values of the

logistic time series. The result was a data set that had both the deterministic order of the logistic
time series as well as the normal distribution of NDS(random). We refer to this set as

NDS(logistic). Like NDS(1/f), this time series was perfectly ordered, but the nature of the order

was that of deterministic chaos.

Equation 1B

With these well defined numerical data sets in hand, we set out to estimate the extent and the
nature of the order in the clinically observed RR interval time series. The overall strategy was to
prepare many new time series by combining the simulated and observed RR interval time series
in known proportions, and measuring the extent of order in these new time series using
prediction error and approximate entropy.

Data and statistical analysis. For data simulation and curvefitting, we used Origin
(Microcal), SigmaPlot (Jandel), and our own FORTRAN programs. Correlations were tested
using the Spearman rank order test(SigmaStat, Jandel). Differences between groups were
tested for significance using the t test and ANOVA. When data sets failed tests for normality and
equal variance, nonparametric tests were used (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks; Dunn's

method for all pairwise multiple comparison procedures)(32). Values of p less than 0.05 were
taken to be significant.

RESULTS
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Order of the numerical data sets. The prediction error and ApEn for NDS(random),

NDS(1/f), and NDS(logistic) were 2.280 and 2.305; 0.002 and 1.412; and 0.000 and 0.652,

respectively. The very low prediction error for NDS(logistic) confirms that the order of the

logistic time series was preserved in the reordering of NDS(random). ApEn scores for the ordered

number sets were higher than the prediction errors, indicating the probabilistic nature of this
measure.

We performed numerical control experiments by combining these numerical data sets with one
another. We first measured the effect of incrementally substituting NDS(random) for

NDS(logistic), that is:Equation

Equation 1C

This would have the effect of obscuring the order of NDS(logistic) as the proportion of

NDS(random) increased, and the expected result is an increase in prediction error and ApEn. As

shown in Figure 3A, the prediction error of NDS(logistic) is 0, validating the prediction algorithm.

Substituting NDS(random) in a proportion of about 0.4 or more completely obscured the order of

NDS(logistic), resulting in a prediction error indistinguishable from NDS(random).

Figure 3

Next, we measured the effect of incrementally substituting NDS(random) for NDS(1/f), an

ordered data set with frequency-domain characteristics more similar to RR interval time series.
Generally, the results were similar to the results obtained by adding NDS(random) to

NDS(logistic), but a larger proportion of NDS(random) was necessary to obscure the order of

NDS(1/f)(Fig. 3B).

Next, we measured the effect of incrementally combining data sets with different kinds of order-
here, substituting NDS(1/f) for NDS(logistic). This perturbation would have the effect of replacing

the order of NDS(logistic) with another kind of order. The expected result is low prediction error

at either extreme, where NDS(1/f) or NDS(logistic) predominate, and much higher prediction

errors for mixed data sets. Figure 3C shows this result, with a large relative increase in
prediction error for intermediate data sets. Note that the prediction errors of both NDS(1/f) and

NDS(logistic) were near 0, confirming the ability of the prediction algorithm to detect order of

more than one kind.

Finally, Figure 3D shows the result of substituting data sets with different extents of the same
kind of order. The left-most points are the prediction errors for NDS(1/f) or NDS(logistic)
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replaced by NDS(random) in proportion 0.2. The rightmost points are the prediction errors for

other realizations of NDS(1/f) and NDS(logistic) replaced by NDS(random) in proportion 0.8. In

each case there is no large increase in prediction error for intermediate sets, such as that seen
when one kind or order replaces another as inFigure 3C.

Order of the RR interval time series. We next measured the prediction error and ApEn in
the 175 normalized RR interval time series. The mean (± SD) prediction errors were 1.40 ± 1.04
(group I), 0.88± 0.59 (group II), and 0.57 ± 0.53 (group III). The mean ApEn values were 1.40
± 0.31, 1.02 ± 0.25, and 0.90 ± 0.34, respectively. All of these values are significantly lower than
those of NDS(random) (2.280 and 2.305), demonstrating the presence of order in the RR interval

time series.

Figure 4 shows the correlation of prediction error(A) and ApEn (B) with HRV. Both estimates of
order demonstrated modest inverse correlations, with correlation coefficients of-0.4 and -0.6,
respectively. This suggests that the order of the time series of RR intervals falls as HRV falls, in

keeping with our findings(23) and with those of Goldberger and co-workers(22). The same data
are shown as box plots in Fig.panels C and D. The differences between prediction errors for any
two groups were significant, and the differences in ApEn between groups II and I and between
groups I and III were significant. This demonstrates that the extent of order is higher in RR
interval time series with normal HRV.

Figure 4

Substituting observed data with random numbers. As shown inFigure 5, substituting
NDS(random) obscured the order of all groups of RR interval time series. This was evidenced by

an increase in prediction error and ApEn with increased proportion of NDS(random) for all three

groups. We examined whether a larger proportion of NDS(random) was necessary to obscure the

order of the apparently more ordered data in groups II and III compared with group I. Our
method was to ascertain the prediction error when NDS(random) was substituted in a proportion

of 0.4. For group I, the result was 2.18 ± 0.64; for group II, the result was 2.00 ± 0.64, and for
group III, the result was 1.92 ± 0.67. The difference between groups I and III was significant (p
= 0.05, t test). The same analysis of ApEn showed significant differences between any two of the
groups (ANOVA on ranks). Because the addition of the same proportion of random noise
obscured the order of RR interval time series with normal HRV to a lesser extent, this analysis
confirms that there was a significantly larger degree of order in the original data.
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Figure 5

Substituting observed data with ordered numbers.Figures 6 and 7 show the results of
substituting RR interval files with NDS(1/f) and NDS(logistic). Data across the range of HRV

responded very similarly to the incremental substitution of either. In both cases, intermediate
data sets had increased prediction errors, as expected from the results shown in Figure 3, C and
D. We note, however, that the relative increase in prediction error is much smaller for the
intermediate data sets combining NDS(1/f) with RR interval time series (Fig. 6) than for those

combining NDS(logistic) with RR interval time series (Fig. 7). This is consistent with the idea that

RR interval time series are more similar to NDS(1/f) than to NDS(logistic). This is explored

further in the next section.

Figure 6 Figure 7

What is the extent and nature of the order in neonatal RR interval time series?
We examined whether NDS(1/f), a data set constructed to mimic the frequency content of RR

interval time series, was a better model of the observed data than was the chaotic NDS(logistic).

This requires estimates of the extent of order in RR interval time series, for which we used a
scheme based on the data in Figure 3, A and B. We fit the data to Boltzmann functions of the
form: Equation where w is the proportion of randomness (that is, the proportion of NDS(random)
substituted), w0.5 is the proportion of NDS(random) which elevates the prediction error to half

its maximum value, and k is a slope factor. This gives us a way to relate the measured prediction
error to the relative extents of randomness and order in an RR interval time series. Low
prediction errors lead to low values ofw, which correspond to larger extents of order. We then
calculated the value of the proportion of added NDS(random) that yielded the observed mean

prediction errors for groups of RR interval clinical data, and used the result to estimate the
extent of order present in the original RR interval time series. For example, using the model for
NDS(1/f) we estimated that the approximate proportion of order in group I was 0.54, in group II

0.65, and in group III 0.72. This is equivalent to saying that RR interval time series can be
modeled as the weighted sum of either NDS(1/f) (or NDS(logistic) and NDS(random), and that

time series with normal HRV differ from those with low HRV by an increased weighting of the
ordered component.

Equation 1D
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We first examined the suitability of NDS(1/f) as a model for neonatal RR interval time series. If

indeed RR interval time series can be modeled as NDS(1/f) with a random component, then we

should be able to predict how much additional random component must be substituted to
elevate the prediction error to its maximum in any group of RR interval time series of known
HRV. We begin by representing RR interval time series asEquation

Equation 1E

We want to test the idea that p, the proportion of ordered component, is 0.54, 0.65, and 0.72 for
the three groups of data. We can represent the data sets obtained by substituting RR interval
time series with NDS(random) by: Equation

Equation 1F

To allow for the random component already present in RR interval time series, we substitute
[p·ordered + (1 - p)·random] for the RR interval time series term: Equation

Equation 1G

Collecting like terms yields: Equation

Equation 1H

So the total random component in a mixed data set is [w + (1 -w)·(1 - p)], or 1 - p + wp. This is
comprised in part of 1 - p, the extent of randomness inherent in the data, and in part of w, the
proportion of NDS(random) that is substituted. Inspection of Figure 3B shows that prediction

error rises to its maximum of 2.28 when the random component is 0.7 of the total. Thus w, the
proportion of additional random noise necressary to achieve a total proportion of 0.7, comes
from the solution of 0.7 = 1 - p + wp and is 1 - (0.3/p). Substituting our estimates of p-0.54,
0.65, and 0.72-results inw values of 0.44, 0.54, and 0.58 for the three groups. That is to say, we
would predict that addition of random noise in proportion of 0.44 will give the maximum
prediction error of 2.28 when we add NDS(random) to RR interval time series of low HRV (group

I).

The prediction can be checked using the data in Figure 5. The mean prediction errors when
NDS(random) is substituted in group I data with proportions of 0.4 and 0.5 are 2.18 and 2.46.

Hence, the prediction is roughly correct. For group II, where we predict the additional
proportion of random noise necessary will be 0.54, the mean prediction error is between 2.27
and 2.39. Our prediction is again quite close. For group III, where we predict the additional
proportion of random noise necessary will be 0.58, the mean prediction error is between 2.14
and 2.34, which is again very close to the expected value of 2.28. From this analysis, we conclude
that the use of NDS(1/f) as a model for ordered RR interval time series is a reasonable

approximation.
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These results can be compared with a similar exercise testing the hypothesis that NDS(logistic) is

a good model for neonatal RR interval time series. Here, the approximate proportions of order
are 0.75, 0.80, and 0.83. The prediction error in this model rises to its maximum when the
random component is 0.4 of the total. The predicted proportions of NDS(random) necessary to

maximize prediction error [1 - (0.6/p)] are 0.20, 0.25, and 0.27. The resulting prediction errors
are about 2.0, 1.5, and 1.5. These are obviously much less than the expected value of 2.28.

This analysis suggests two conclusions. First, the RR interval time series are more similar to
NDS(1/f) than NDS(logistic). This is not surprising, as NDS(1/f) was constructed to contain the

same frequencies as RR interval time series, and there is no physical basis for suggesting that
RR interval time series should mimic the logistic map. Second, because NDS(1/f) is a reasonable

model over the entire range of HRV tested, we find no evidence for a large change in the kind of
order as HRV falls. This idea is tested further in the next section.

Is the order in RR interval time series showing low HRV different from that in
normal HRV? Substituting one ordered data set with another leads to intermediate data sets
with less order than either unmixed data set. To investigate further whether the order in low
HRV RR interval time series is different from that in RR interval time series showing normal
HRV, we measured the order in mixed time series with components of low and normal HRV. If
the order when HRV is low is of a different type than that when HRV is normal, then mixed sets
should have a relatively large increase in prediction error.Figure 8 shows the results of mixing
100 randomly selected RR interval time series showing low HRV (group I) with 100 randomly
selected RR interval time series showing normal HRV (group III). There is no large increase in
the prediction error of intermediate data sets. This supports the idea that the order present in
RR interval time series is not greatly changed regardless of the HRV.

Figure 8

DISCUSSION

We used numerical methods to evaluate the mathematical differences between neonatal RR
interval time series across a wide spectrum of clinical illness severity and HRV. Our most
important findings are 1) there is order present in neonatal RR interval time series, 2) the
nature of the order is similar to periodic processes with a wide range of frequencies,3) the extent
of order is higher when HRV is normal, and4) there is no large change in the nature of the order
across a wide range of HRV.

Why does heart rate variability change during illness? We consider three possibilities, each of
which makes predictions about the mathematical characteristics of RR interval time series
showing normal and low HRV.

The first mechanism is a reduction of parasympathetic tone. Here, sympathetic control of the
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heart rate would be unopposed, and less variability would be present. Cohen and co-workers (14)

performed frequency domain analysis of RR interval time series in dogs and showed that
parasympathetic nervous system activity accounted for all the high frequency elements. This
kind of analysis of adult, pediatric, and neonatal RR interval time series has been used
frequently since, and has shown that reduced high frequency content is an important predictor
of poor clinical outcome. Although this hypothesis may be true, it cannot explain the
phenomenon entirely. Multiple discrepancies between clinical findings and this hypothesis have

been presented (33). For example, unopposed sympathetic control of heart rate would lead to a
less variable rate, but that rate should be very high. A fall in neonatal HRV, though, is not

matched with a proportionate rise in heart rate (4).

A second mechanism centers on the general notion that normal physiology is more complex than
abnormal, hence heart rhythm is more irregular during health. Goldberger has pioneered the
use of nonlinear dynamical analysis of RR interval time series, and has interpreted the findings

in light of system complexity and deterministic chaos(31 , 34-37 ).

Based on our observation of the importance of scaling of RR interval time series, we here suggest
a third possible and nonexclusive mechanism: reduced responsiveness of the sinus node to
catecholamines and acetylcholine during illness. This point of view holds that the normal
physiologic mechanisms of HRV persist, but the dynamic range of the output is reduced.

At least three kinds of ion channels contribute to the rate at which sinus node cells
spontaneously reach threshold and initiate heartbeats. Opening of hyperpolarization-activated

nonselective monovalent cation channels(If) 
(38) or L-type calcium channels (ICa, L) depolarizes

cells and increases heart rate, whereas opening of acetylcholine-dependent potassium
channels(IK(ACh)) hyperpolarizes cells and reduces heart rate. Signal transduction processes

regulate the activity of each. Sympathetic stimulation activates Gs, which speeds heart rate by

directly openingIf channels 
(39) and by activating adenylylcyclase-the resulting increase in

cAMP shifts the voltage-dependence of If to more positive potentials 
(40), and leads to

phosphorylation (and increased probability of opening) of L-type Ca2+ channels by cAMP-

dependent protein kinase (41 ). The increase in these two inward currents leads to cell
depolarization and thus to action potentials. Parasympathetic stimulation reduces both these
depolarizing currents, and also leads to opening of the hyperpolarizingIK(ACh) by the actions of

subunits of Gi
(42). Other ionic channels and mechanisms, also under the control of signal

transduction processes, no doubt contribute. The precisely adaptive control of heart rate
required in a changing environment arises from this complex system with many regulated steps,
which need produce only small changes in membrane currents to effect the necessary changes in
heart rate.

Many sinus node cellular processes must operate and cooperate optimally to produce normal
heart rate variability. We suggest that human illness that perturb cellular function result in
reduced heart rate variability by constricting the dynamic range of the sinus node cellular
responses to sympathetic and parasympathetic stimuli. Possible mechanisms include cell
hypoxia, reduced intracellular pH or [ATP], and reduced protein kinase activity. The expected
result of a mathematical analysis of heart rate during such an illness would be a reduction in the
scaling of interbeat increments with no fundamental change in order. This kind of mechanism
seems more likely to be at play in an acute infectious illness such as neonatal sepsis, where
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circulating bacterial toxins disrupt cellular function. Other mechanisms are more likely in
chronic illnesses where new patterns of autonomic nervous system firing may arise as
compensation for chronic organ failure. The expected result of a mathematical analysis in this
situation would be a change in the order of interbeat increments. Thus, the study of Peng et

al.(22) of adults with chronic heart failure found much more prominent effects on order of heart
rate time series.

In summary, we find that there are at least two kinds of mathematical differences in neonatal
RR interval time series with a range of HRV. First, time series showing low HRV have reduced

scaling, manifest as lower amplitudes of differences between one RR interval and the next(4, 23).
Second, time series with normal HRV have more order manifest by decreased prediction error
and approximate entropy. These results are unlikely to share one mechanism. Although we view
the difference in scaling in terms of intracellular signal transduction, the difference in order
defies simple explanation, and may reflect deterministic dynamics of the heartbeat.
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